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A random sample of continuous measurements can be partitioned into g groups 
or clusters by minimizing the within group dispersion as measured by the &norm. 
The central limit theory associated with such partitions which are universally 
optimal or locally optimal is derived. A procedure is presented for determining the 
number of groups represented by the data based on a plot of a sequence of 
asymptotic nonparametric contidence intervals for the fractional reduction of within 
group error due to (g+ 1)-clustering over g-clustering for g= 1,2,.... 0 1986 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A random sample of continuous measurements is drawn from a pop- 
ulation which is either known or suspected to be a finite mixture of 
homogeneous subpopulations or groups. Identification of the number of 
such groups is one problem that we consider below. Assuming the number 
is known, then the data may be classified into homogeneous groups using a 
cluster analysis algorithm. Optimization algorithms seek the partition of 
the data which minimizes a measure of within group dispersion such as the 
within group absolute (squared) error about group medians (means) or 
LZ’i;-norm (ZZ-norm). However, because of computational limitations, 
locally optimal rather than universally optimal partitions are usually found. 
In this paper a method is presented for determining the number of 
groups represented by the data. For given g, an asymptotic nonparametric 
confidence interval for the fractional reduction of within group error due to 
(g + 1 )-clustering over g-clustering is developed. A plot of such fractional 
reduction confidence intervals versus g is suggested for assessing the num- 
ber of groups. This development follows as a practical consequence of the 
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central limit theory for universally optimal and bounded locally optimal 
9’i-groupings presented below. 
Yi methods were some of the earliest approaches to estimation (Fourier 
[S], Edgeworth [4]) and are now widely recognized as robust procedures 
that are superior to 6e, methods for long-tailed error distributions or data 
contaminated by outliers (Tukey [14]). This superiority, however, is 
gained by a sacrifice of efficiency for normal error laws. 
Central limit theory for universally optimum J&-groupings has been con- 
sidered by Hartigan [6] and Pollard [lo]. Hartigan, in particular, derives 
an asymptotic test for one group versus two. 
2. NOTATION AND PROBLEM DEVELOPMENT 
Random sample X, ,..., X, is drawn from population distribution F with 
density f> 0 on (a, b) G R. Central limit theory is developed below for 
clustering procedures based on the large sample properties of the sample 
quantile process, which is defined in terms of the population quantile 
function q = F-‘, and 4 = P-i, the sample quantile function. In our presen- 
tation it is convenient to consider a continuous version of 4 rather than a 
step function form. Parzen [ 111 and David [3, p. 77, 2083 have recom- 
mended the following 4 based on small sample accuracy in estimating q. 
Let 4 be piecewise linear between the order statistics {Xcj,:j= l,..., n} with 
B(Cj-tlln)=x(j)9 j = l,..., n 
B(t) = Jf(,)Y O<t<(2n)-’ (2.1) 
=x,,,, l-(2n)-‘<t<l. 
It can be shown that &.5) yields the usual sample median, and Q(.25) 
and Q(.75) the usual quartiles, etc. Define P= d- ’ and note that d’(t ’ ) = 
4&+1+1,2,)- &r+ l/Z,))- The quantile process is Q(t)= 
&4(f) - q(t)] for 0 < t f 1. 
A partition of the data into g groups is formed by specifying the g - 1 
boundary points in Iw, which we choose to represent as g(fli),..., 4(/I,- 1), 
where /I = (pi ,..., j3,-1)‘~B= (j?:O=~O</?< ..a <fig= l} identifies the 
partition by indicating the empirical probability division for the groups. 
The median of group j under partition /3 is d(pj) for pj = (bj- 1 + fl,)/2, 




LEMMA 2.1. g(pj) is the unique critical value of m in (2.2). 
Proof Only values of m in (d(pj- I ), &pi) j need to be considered since 
it is easily shown that (2.2) is monotonic decreasing (increasing) for 
m < fj(fij- r) (m 2 d(/?,)). Writing (2.2) as 
i Dz’ h - B(t)) dt + [z,, (B(t) - ml & (2.3) 
then the derivative of (2.3) can be derived from the definition as 
2~(m)-flj-I --Bj. The derivative is monotonic increasing w.p. 1 with uni- 
que root m = fj(pj). 1 
The Zr;-norm for assessing the homogeneity of partition /I is given by 
(2.4) 
A universally optimum partition j?, is a /? minimizing (2.4) over open set B 
while localy optimal partitions are necessarily critical points of (2.4). 
LEMMA 2.2. j?, is a critical point of @‘J. ) in B. Critical points /? of (2.4) 
satisfy 
4 aGg/aBj= 4(bj) - $C4(iji,, + (iC@j+ I)1 =O, j= l,..., g- 1, (2.5) 
where li,. = (fij- , + fij)/2. 
Proof: To show that critical points necessarily satisfy (2.5) for j= 1, 
compute 
The absolute values in (2.6) are removed by writing each integral as two 
integrals (see (2.3)). Term-by-term differentiation of the four integrals 
accounting for the fact that pj = (/I-r + pi)/2 leads to (2.5) for j= 1. The 
other derivatives follow in the same way. To show that fiU must lie in B and 
not on the boundary of B, assume that it is on the boundary. Then 
Big 1 = fii for some i and fi, specifies at most g - 1 nondegenerate clusters. 
The dispersion of any one of these nondegenrate clusters may be reduced 
by the formation of two clusters. This follows from the fact that when g = 2 
in (2.4) then a~~(B)/aS118,=o=B(0)-4(.5)<0 as in (2.5) and 
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al@&?)/@, Is, = I = 4( 1) -g(S) > 0. A contradiction to the fact that $, 
minimizes (2.4) is reached so flu E B. It must also be a critical point because 
B is an open set. 1 
3. CENTRAL LIMIT THEORY 
Our derivations are based on the following representation theorem for 
the quantile process (cf. CsSrgG and Rtvbz [2], for example). 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists a probability space on which a Brownian 
bridge (B(t): 0 < t < 1 } is defined such that &* has the same distribution as 
Q, the quantile process, and 
sup I&*(t)- B(t) q’(t)\ z 0 (3.1) 
c<t,cd 
asn-ico for [c,d]c(O, 1). 
This result allows the development of central limit theorems for 
functionals of Q in terms of the equivalently distributed functionals of &*. 
When working with Q*, however, it may also be assumed that (3.1) holds. 
The star on Q* is suppressed from here on and weak convergence theorems 
apply in both probability spaces. 
In order for fi, and b to be consistent, it is necessary to assume that F 
has a unique best g-clustering, so that W,( .) the population version of 
(2.4) based on q, has a unique minimum at fit. Since, by the arguments of 
Lemma 2.2, Bt is in B then a sufficiently small E > 0 exists so that bt E B, = 
{ jI E B: /Ii - fij- 1 > E Vj}. Then we define a bounded locally optimum (b.1.o.) 
partition fl as a jI E B, minimizing IlV@J/3)II = CT:: 18 @J@Jjjl. This 
definition is necessary because for fixed n there is no guarantee that a 
critical value of (2.4) exists in B,; however, with limiting probability 1 
(w.1.p. 1) there is one since VI@&?+) -+‘O. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let F have a finite mean and a unique best g-clustering. 
(a) If F also admits unique best 2,..., (g - 1 )-clusterings, then fl,, --*’ fit 
asn+co. 
(b) Zf F admits a unique critical value in B, (which is necessarily at 
fit ), then p^ + ’ /It for any bounded locally optimal fl from B,. 
Proox (a) This follows directly from Pollard [lo]. 
(b) In Lemma 3.1 choose c < E and d> 1 - E so that 
s”PcGt<d I~(f)-q(t)l +p 0 can be assumed. Since V@JVW,) is linear in 4 
(q) as in (2.5), then supsEB, I IlVfi#)ll- IlVW,(/?)11) -+‘O. Let N be a 
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Proof Consider writing fiz in terms of 4 and i? The restriction of E to 
XE(+, 31 is 
F(x) = [F((3) -P(4)] -‘[r’(x) - IQ)]. 
Solving p(fii,) = .5 yields & = q(,&) with jiz = [p(=cf) + &)]/2. Therefore 
J;;(P*-t)=&(~*)+~(ii*-t). 04.2) 
To find the limit of this we note from Kiefer [7] that & [k=(x) -F(x)] = 
-& f(x)[q(F(x)) - x] + o,(l) so that & & - 4) +P B(t) - 
$[B(f)+ B(t)]. Similar arguments applied to fi, 
,,& (6, -d) +’ B(d) -fB(3) and 4 (fi3 - 2) +’ B(g) -a$(l;“r, ?l$ 
(A.l) holds. 1 
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as n + cc over compact neighbourhoods of Pt. Since for partition 8, 
WqP) =4(P) - f M- I+ a+ )I, then VWg(fit)=O and Vbf'&?)=O 
w.1.p. 1 so that 
0 c & Cv~g(i+v~g(B+)l 
= & cv&t8> IL vqB> - v&(fl+)l 
=~(~,-tC&(p-)+&(F+)l+J;;CH+o,(l)l(~-Bi). (3.7) 
where oP( 1) is a (g - 1) x (g - 1) matrix of oP( 1) entries. The theorem 
follows from (3.3). 1 
Note that the asymptotic distribution is invariant to location and scale 
changes of the data. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose 6= d(j) and A = (&&),..., &fig))‘, and b+ and 
mt are the boundary and median vectors for the optimal g-clustering of F. 
Then 
J;;(&-b’)z A$-,(O, AUA’) 
as n --$ co, where A = D(/?+) H-’ and U is the covariance of 
CH- W+)l W’) + fCWt 1 Wt ) + Wt, ) Wt, 11. 
Also 
(3.8) 
& (fi -mt) -% N,(O, D(pt) TD(p+)) (3.9) 
where D(,u+) = diagonal(q’(pf),..., q’(pJ)}, T is the covariance of 
Q+) + ;JH-’ { @(/.L ) BtpLt ) + $D(pt, ) BCt, ) - W+) W+& 









Proof: &(6-b+) = &[6kq(fl)-b+] = &(fl)+&[D(fit)+oP(l)] 
(B-/I+). Substitution of the expression for & (fl- /II+) given in (3.7) 
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yields (3.8). Result (3.9) follows in a similar manner when it is noted 
that &($-pt)=$&J(/?--Bt). 1 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Suppose f is the uniform density on [0, 11. Then H is 
tridiagonal with /z,~ = 1 and h,j-, = -a = hjJ+ , for all j. Its inverse is 
H-‘=4(h”)/g, which is (g- 1)x (g- 1) and symmetric with h”= (g-i)j 
for i>j. Then V= 1,-,/(4g) so that, for example, when g= 3 then 
$ ;{I it, f;i f” asymptotic covariance (a.c.) 20/27( l .y) and 
12) (2/27)( 7 “$). Also D(p+) To@+) = s2 + 
J~-2J’/(l~g~, wherea; =aiiB(pt) B(p+)‘} and pt = (2g)-‘(1, 3,..., 2g - 1)‘. 
This simplification in the a.c. of rG follows easily when it is shown that 
and tB(pLt) + fQ\ ) - B(j?+) are independent. When g = 3 the a.c. 
[fi - (8, +, $)‘I is 
.3241 
It is interesting to note the price, in terms of asymptotic efficiency, that 
must be paid in estimating mt when the group boundaries are not known. 
If it is assumed that bf =) and bt = 3 are known so the group of each 
datum is known, then each group median can be estimated with its respec- 
tive sample median. Intuitively, these medians should be asymptotically 
independent each with variance &. For example, in estimating ml = $ with 
the grand median the asymptotic variance is .25. By restricting attention to 
group 2 data we triple this figure by using only one-third of the data and 
reduce it by a factor of 4 by knowing the boundaries of group 2 and hence 
tripling the density height. (A rigourous argument appears in Lemma A.1 
of the Appendix.) Therefore +zl and tij are 25.7% efficient and fi2 is 9.1% 
efficient relative to estimators based on known classification of the data. 
Collectively in terms of generalized variance, ti is 3.5% efficient. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Suppose g = 2 and f is symmetric having a unique 
(locally) best 2-clustering which necessarily must be at pi = .25, Bt = .5, and 
,u$ = .75. This general example includes the case wheref(x) = f&(x - 19,) + 
4J0(x - 0,) withf, a symmetric density. Identifiability of such anffor given 
f0 is guaranteed by Proposition 6 of Yakowitz and Spragins [15] and in 
Section 5 it is shown that f admits a unique locally best 2-clustering when 
f0 is the Laplacian distribution. Setting q’(.25) = q’(.75) = r and q’(.5) = s, 
then H = s - r/2, V = (r2 - 2rs + s2)/8, A = s/H, U = r2/64, D(kt) = r12, and 
T= (tii) with cl1 = t22 = 3/16 + H-*V/4 + H-‘(r - s)/8 an t,, = t,, - l/8. 
THEOREM 3.2. The asymptotic relative ef3ciency of lit relative to & the 
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group median estimators based on known group boundaries, is 
In/lw+) mP+)l, h w ere p is the couariance of D(p+) R(u+) - fJR(fi+). 
Proof From the argument of Lemma A.1 it can be shown that 
fi = (fi, ,..., fig) is such that fij = g(fij), where fij = f [&3jt) -&3-r)] so 
that 
4. CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
The fractional reduction of within group error due to (g + 1 )-clustering 
over g-clustering is $g = 1 - & with 
&= ~g+ds,+mgtB,) (4.1) 
and /?, as a b.1.o. (universally optimal) g-clustering. It is our intention to 
use the central limit theory for (4.1) as a basis for plotting confidence inter- 
vals for Yl= 1 -RI versus g, where Ri = W,, 1(j.?J+ 1)/W,(jIl). 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose F has finite variance and the conditions of 
Theorems 3.1 hold for g = 2 ,..., G. rf R = (i?, ,..., Ro)’ and Rt = (Rf ,..., RL)’ 
then 
J;;(R-R+)A No(O,X), (4.2) 
as n --f co, where .Z > 0 and its nonparametric estimator are described below. 
A sequence of lemmas is required to prove (4.2). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let {U,,} be a sequence of random variables. Let V,,,, be 
another double sequence of random variables such that 
0) L,n -2 V, for each m as n+ co, 
(ii) V, -+’ V as m --, co, 
(iii) lim sup, lim sup, P( I U, - V,,,I > E} = 0 V’E > 0. 
Then U, 4’ V. 
Proof The argument is the same as that used in Bickel [l, Lem- 
ma4.11. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Denote Y(q; y 6) = j; q(t) dt. If F has finite variance and 
Ocaxl, then 
.Y(&; 0, a) L 4(Rq’; 0, a) and Y(&; a, 1) -% 9(Bq’; a, 1). (4.3) 
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Proof: Use Lemma 4.1 with the left (right) side of (4.3) as U,(V), 
v,,, = y(Bq’; i,, a), and v,,, =Y(& i,,,, a), where [, JO as m -+ co. Proof 
of the convergence in (iii) is the same as the argument of Bickel [l, 
(4.26k(4.30)]. For the convergence in (ii) it may be noted that Y(Bq’; 0, 1) 
has the same variance as F so that the variance of V is assured of being 
finite. Convergence in (ii) now follows from Chebyshev’s inequality. Sup- 
pose now by choosing m 2 m, we are able to control the error probabilities 
in (ii) and (iii). Then control of the error probability in (i) for large n 
follows from Lemma 3.1 by taking [c, d] 3 [cmO, LX]. 1 
LEMMA 4.3. IfO<y<6<1, y^+‘y, and s^-+‘S, then 9(&f,&+’ 
a&‘; Y, 6). 
Proof: A consequence of Lemma 3.1. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Note that 
@g(b)= f {-a(ci;cLi,Pj)-~(~;Pj-l,cli)}. 
j=l 
Using this and suppressing dimensionality subscripts on fl and /?+, then 
= f (~(&;~j,~j)-9(&;Bi-1,~j)} 
j=l 
+ & Cv~,(B+)+Op(f)ItB-P+). (4.4) 
Now VW,(fit) = 0 and fi ($-/I+) = O,(l) so that the last term is op( 1). 
By Lemmas 4.3 and 3.2, the probability limit is 
Note that pz(fi) does not depend on @ asymptotically. Applying transfor- 
mation (4.1) then 
J;;&q=& yg+)-‘{&+ltB) 
- ~g+l(P+)-~;Cci’,(81)- ~,@+H~+o,w 
-5 q/m’CZg+ 1- qq. I (4.6) 
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Matrix C and its estimator J? are now described. Estimator 2 is based on 
BP Bg+I, and 4 only and does not require density estimation. With suf- 
ficient patience a central limit law might be derived for & (2 - C). 
The asymptotic variance of (4.6) is I’C,I, where C, is the (2 x 2) 
covariance matrix of (Z,, Z,, i) and I = w,(fl+)-‘( -RI, 1). Vector 3, is 
estimated by I@.&‘( -R,, 1) and the estimation of C, is now described. 
From (4.5) we see it is only necessary to be able to compute variances and 
covariances of integrals of Bq’. The computation of covariances is 
facilitated by writing Z, and Z,, r as sums of integrals of Bq’ over the 
relined partition formed by the pooling of {pi, PJ} and {/Ii + , , /JJ + , }. Hav- 
ing done so, only two formulas are required: a variance for an integral of 
Bq’ and a covariance for integrals over disjoint intervals. The former is 
given by Bickel [l] as Var{S(Bq’; y, q} =Var(SZ(X, y, II)>, where X-F 
and 
1 
4(Y)? x G 4(Y) 
Qb, Y, ?I = x, 4(Y) < x < q(1) (4.7) 
q(1), x 2 q(1). 
The latter for y c 6 < c < q is 
Cov(WW; Y, Q, 1(&f; L q,) 
= L-Q(J) -W(Y) - aq; YP S)l 
x C(l - rl) 4h) - (1 - 0 q(5) + a% L !I)]. (4.8) 
(If y = 0 or q = 1 in (4.7) or (4.8) then 0. co = 0 = 0 * co*.) The estimation of 
terms of this sort which appear in C, can be based on the refined partition 
of U$, I&) and @g+I9 I&+~ }. For example, if y, 6, c, and q in (4.8) are 
points in the refinement of {/Ii, ,uL} and (fli + i, PE + I }, then replace them 
with their appropriate estimators and use 4 in place of q when calculating 
the right side of (4.8). 
5. APPLICATIONS 
The confidence intervals of the previous section are plotted below for 
two numerical examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. As a population distribution, we use 
f(x) = (e-lX-h1 + e-‘“’ + e-1X-9/6, XER (5.1) 
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FIG. 1. 95% confidence intervals for Fg versus g with 0, = - 1 and O2 = 3. “X’ marks the 
true unknown value of 9:. 
with 8, = - 1 and 19, = 3 so that three groups are represented with equal 
weights. For these particular &values, (5.1) admits unique locally optimal 
g-clusterings for g = 2,..., 6 as may be shown by using Lloyd’s method II 
[ 81 for a fine grid of possible starting values. The asymptotic theory is 
therefore applicable to both b.1.o. partitions, as found by Lloyd’s method I 
[8], or universally optimal partitions as we choose to find. We take 
y1= 400, generate uniform (0, 1) deviates in IMSL (1980) using generator 
GGUBS, and transform so each deviate has density (5.1). Partition Bu is 
found quite simply by using Lloyd’s method II for a fine grid of starting 
values so all locally optimal partitions can be found. Figure 1 is a plot of 
95% level confidence intervals for 9; versus g with g = l,..., 5. The height 
at g = 1 (g = 2) is indicative of the deviation of ez = 3 from 0 (0, = - 1 
from 0) and three groups may be inferred from this plot. The widening of 
the intervals as g increases is to be expected somewhat since the number of 
parameters estimated is also increasing with g. In this example and others, 
however, the widening is especially pronounced once g attains its true 
value. This seems to result from the inaccuracy of fi,+ i, /?g + 2,.., in 
estimating “unnatural” groupings once g exceeds its true value. 
EXAMPLE 2. All aspects of this example are the same as the previous 
one except 8i = -$ and e2 = $. Distinguishing groups in this situation is 
difficult as can be seen in Fig. 2, where only two groups are apparent. In 
the author’s experience, these two plots are typical in that the true number 
of groups in the model is usualy indicated by a levelling out and widening 
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FIG. 2. 95% confidence intervals with 8, = - .25 and O2 = .75. 
of the intervals at the true g. With this approach to plot interpretation, one 
may be tempted to correctly infer g = 3 from Fig. 2. 
The assumption of model (5.1) and the use of b.1.o. data partitions 
presumes that (5.1) admits unique locally optimal groupings for any 8,) t&. 
We do not believe this is true in general but conjecture it to be true when 
el, 0, and t& are distinct and we are 3-clustering. After very tedious 
calculations we have proven the comparable statement for 2-clustering a 2- 
mixture population distribution. However, given the ease with which flu 
may be found when grouping on R, we recomend use of 1, with the con- 
fidence interval precedures to be sure the necessary assumptions are 
satisfied. 
EXAMPLE 3. A situation in which Theorem 3.1 is inapplicable involves 
g=2 andf(x)=e -‘“l/2, x E IL!. Then /It = .5 is the unique critical value of 
W, as shown by Trushkin [13] and fi +‘.5. However, W:(S) =0 so that 
a central limit theorem for fl cannot be determined. 
EXAMPLE 4. Suppose f is the standard normal density and g = 2. Then 
fit=.5 and &c/?-.5) +a N(U, .9621). The &-estimator fl discussed in 
Hartigan [6] has limiting law 4 (fl- .5) + N(0, .6879) so that /? is 
71.5% efficient relative to /? for a normal model. 
APPENDIX 
LEMMA A.l. If X, ,..., X,, - iid Unzform(0, 1) and (Cz,, 6z2, Cz3)=Cz are 
the medians of the data falling in (0, f], (f, $1, (3, l), respectively, then as 
n-rco 
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Proof Consider writing fiz in terms of 4 and i? The restriction of E to 
XE(+, 31 is 
F(x) = [F((3) -P(4)] -‘[r’(x) - IQ)]. 
Solving p(fii,) = .5 yields & = q(,&) with jiz = [p(=cf) + &)]/2. Therefore 
J;;(P*-t)=&(~*)+~(ii*-t). 04.2) 
To find the limit of this we note from Kiefer [7] that & [k=(x) -F(x)] = 
-& f(x)[q(F(x)) - x] + o,(l) so that & & - 4) +P B(t) - 
$[B(f)+ B(t)]. Similar arguments applied to fi, 
,,& (6, -d) -P’ B(d) -fB(3) and 4 (fi3 - 2) +’ B(g) -a$(l;“r, ?l$ 
(A.l) holds. 1 
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